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2004 indian ocean earthquake and tsunami wikipedia - not every earthquake produces large tsunamis on 28 march
2005 a magnitude 8 7 earthquake hit roughly the same area of the indian ocean but did not result in a major tsunami the first
warning sign of a possible tsunami is the earthquake itself, boxing day tsunami facts about the 2004 disaster - it has
been 10 years since the indian ocean tsunami and earthquake devastated parts of indonesia sri lanka india and thailand the
disaster was the world s deadliest tsunami with over 230 000, boxing day tsunami 2004 what happened which countries
- boxing day tsunami 2004 what happened which countries were hit by the indian ocean earthquake and how many died the
tsunami has been classed as one of the world s worst natural disasters, 11 facts about the 2004 indian ocean tsunami
dosomething - the december 26 2004 indian ocean tsunami was caused by an earthquake that is thought to have had the
energy of 23 000 hiroshima type atomic bombs the epicenter of the 9 0 magnitude quake was located in the indian ocean
near the west coast of sumatra, 2004 indian ocean tsunami 10 years on aon benfield - aon benfield 3 preface the 2004
indian ocean earthquake and tsunami also called the boxing day tsunami was a devastating catastrophe that caused
extensive loss of life and damage, boxing day tsunami how the 2004 earthquake became the - the boxing day indian
ocean earthquake and tsunami in 2004 was the deadliest in recent history killing at least 220 000 the earthquake and
tsunami struck on 26 december 2004 hitting indonesia, tsunami devastates indian ocean coast history - a powerful
earthquake off the coast of sumatra indonesia on this day in 2004 sets off a tsunami that wreaks death and devastation
across the indian ocean coastline the quake was the second, ten years since the 2004 indian ocean tsunami the atlantic
- on this day ten years ago a magnitude 9 1 earthquake struck beneath the indian ocean near indonesia generating a
massive tsunami that claimed more than 230 000 lives in fourteen different
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